
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Civil Action No.

CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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GALVANIZERS COMPANY, individually
and on behalf of all those similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

VS.

LONDON METAL EXCHANGE LIMITED,
LME HOLDINGS LIMITED, HONG KONG
EXCHANGES & CLEARING, LTD.,
GLENCORE XSTRATA, PLC, GLENCORE
LTD., PACORINI METALS USA, LLC, THE
GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP, TNC., METRO
INTERNATIONAL TRADE SERVICES
LLC, and JPMORGAN CHASE &
COMPANY,

Defendants.
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Plaintiff Galvanizers Company ("Plaintiff'), individually and on behalf of all others

similarly situated, brings this class action against Defendants as defined herein. The following

allegations are based on personal knowledge as to Plaintiff s own conduct and are made on

information and belief as to all other matters based on an investigation by counsel of publicly

available information.

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. In 2010, Defendants JPMorgan, Goldman, Glencore, and other co-conspirators

collectively acquired the majority of global metals warehouses authorized by the defendant

London Metal Exchange Ltd. ("LME") to store zinc and other commodity metals traded on the

LME. These Defendants then conspired to manipulate global warehouse supplies of zinc through

numerous anticompetitive means, in concert with the LME, a purported private rulemaking and

price settingorganization, which Defendants used to implement their unlawful plan. By

controlling flows of zinc into and out of LME warehouses, Defendants were able to control

premiums charged for zinc in the relevant market.

2. Metals warehouses are "a crucial bridge between physical and financial markets."l

Based on their control of LME warehouses Defendants were able to restrain tradeinzinc

warehousing by creating artificial queues for zinc in LME warehouses, earning inflated

warehousing rents, and profitably trading financial instruments based on zitc prices (such as zinc

futures). LME warehouses in and around New Orleans, Louisiana, which are controlled

principally by Defendant Glencore through its warehousing affrliate Pacorini, house the majority

of zinc available in the United States. Other LME warehouses controlled by the Defendants also

store zinc.

I Kevin Allison, Metals warehouse mess: a guideþr the perplexed, REUTERS (Aug. 15,2013),
http://in.reuters.com/articlel 2013 I 08/1 s/idINI/N0GGl ME20 I 308 I 5
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3. Restricting the amount of zinc exiting LME warehouses benefits Defendants by

allowing them (as LME warehouse owners) to charge storage fees (rents) over a longer period of

time as the zinc waits to be shipped out, artificially driving up storage costs. These artificial

storage costs raise zinc premiums paid by Plaintiff and the Class, as the premiums are intended to

reflect the logistical cost of storing and moving metal from LME warehouses.

4. The Platts Zinc Special High Grade Premium ("MW SHG" or "Platts zinc

premium"), which historically has been intended to reflect the total logistical cost of delivering

metals, plays a critical role in determining the price of zinc for physical delivery, as purchasers

pay the underlying "spot" price of the metal plus the associated premiums.

5. Zincpremiums have been inflated by artificial LME warehouse delays created by

the Defendants' anticompetitive conduct. For example, it has been reported that "Glencore, which

controls 60 percent of the world's zinc trade, is using warehouses monitored by the London Metal

Exchange (LME) to stow away the metal and support premiums.'¿

6. Defendants' conspiracy to monopolize and restrain trade in zinc stored in LME

warehouses directly caused anticompetitive price effects in the markets for the sale of zinc

globally and in the United States in violation of Sections I and 2 of the Sherman Act and Sections

4 and 16 of the Clayton Antitrust Act.

7. From at least l|day 24,2010 to the present (the "Class Period"), Defendants have

injured purchasers of zinc for physical delivery globally and in the United States, including

Plaintiff, by unlawfully conspiring to restrain supplies and inflate relevant premiums associated

with the purchase of zinc.

' S"n Maytaal Angel, RPT-Glencore tightens gnp on global zinc market, REUTERS (May 17,

2012),http',llwww.reúers.com/afücIel20l2l05l17lgIenwre-zinc-idUSL5E8GGJYL2Ol205l7
(last visited July 7, 2014).
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II. PARTIES

A. Plaintiff

8. Plaintiff Galvanizers Company ("Plaintiff') is an Oregon corporation with its

principal place of business in Portland, Oregon. Galvanízers Company purchased 99.99%hidn

grade zinc for physical delivery during the Class Period at LME-based prices for zinc. Plaintiff

was injured as a result of the unlawful conduct alleged herein.

B. Defendants

9. Defendant London Metal Exchange Ltd. ("LME") is located at 56 Leadenhall

Street, London EC3A 2DX, United Kingdom and does business in the United States and in this

District by, among other things, promoting its exchange among U.S. market participants including

through business meetings and also through the warehousing activities alleged herein, and

licensing of warehouses in the U.S. According to the LME's website, "[the LME] is the world

centre for industrial metals trading and price-risk management."

10. Defendant LME Holdings Limited ("LME Holdings") is a corporation that, until

December 6,2012, was the corporate parent of the LME. On December 6,2012, the LME was

acquired by Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing, Ltd. LME Holdings is an intermediate corporate

entity between Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing, Ltd. and the LME.

11. Defendant Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing, Ltd. ("HKEx") is a Hong Kong

corporation headquartered in Hong Kong. It presently owns, operates, and controls the LME.

HKEx is located at One International Finance Centre, I Harbour View Street, Central, Hong

Kong.

12. HKEx does business in the United States and in this District by, among other

things, promoting its exchange among U.S. market participants including through business

3
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meetings and also through the warehousing activities alleged herein, and licensing ofwarehouses

inthe U.S. through the LME. The LME and HKEx have constant contact with the United States

and it is anticipated that they will soon have a permanent physical presence in the United States.

13. The LME, LME Holdings, and HKEx are referred to herein collectively as the

..LME."

14. Defendant Glencore Xstrata plc is a public limited company organized under the

laws of the United Kingdom and headquartered at Baarermattstrasse 3,CH-6340Baar,

Switzerland. The company is an integrated producer and marketer of commodities, including

metals and minerals such as zinc.

15. Defendant Glencore Ltd. is a public limited company organized under the laws of

the United Kingdom with offices at 301 Tresser Boulevard, Stamford, CT, 06901. Javier Suarez

of Glencore International, AG is a member of the LME Lead andZinc Committee. Glencore UK

Ltd, a subsidiary of Glencore International, AG, is a Category 5 (Associate Trade) member of the

LME.

16. Defendant Pacorini Metals USA LLC ("PMUSA") is a limited liability company

organizedunder the laws of Delaware and headquartered at220 Broening Highway, Baltimore,

Maryland 21224. Its parent, Pacorini Metals, AG of Zug, Switzerland, which is owned and

controlled by Glencore, is a leading provider of LME-certified warehousing throughout the world,

including the United States, where it operates through its wholly-owned subsidiary, PMUSA.

17. Glencore Xstrata plc, Glencore International plc, Glencore Ltd. and PMUSA are

referred to herein collectively as "Glencore."

18. Glencore itself and/or by and through wholly owned and controlled subsidiaries,

transacts in physical zinc, as well as financial instruments tied to zinc, and warehoused physical
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zinc, and did so during the entire Class Period.

19. Defendant The Goldman Sachs Group Inc. ("Goldman Sachs" or "Goldman") is a

Delaware corporation headquartered at 200 West Street, New York, New York 10282.It is a

leading global investment banking, securities, and investment management firm that provides a

wide range of financial services to a substantial client base. Through its control of a network of

subsidiaries, Goldman Sachs owned andlor operated numerous zinc warehouse facilities during

the Class Period.

20. Defendant Metro International Trade Services LLC ("Metro International") is a

Delaware limited liability corporation with a registered address at39533 Woodward Avenue,

Suite 170, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48304.Its headquarters are located at 6850 Middlebelt

Road, Romulus, Michigan 48174. Metro International operates as a subsidiary of Goldman Sachs.

21. Metro International is a global warehouse operator, specializing in the storage of

non-ferrous metals for the LME. Metro Intemational is an LME-approved warehouse. Metro

Intemational was acquired by Goldman in February 2010. As of March 8,2013, Goldman,

through Metro International, owned and operated 29 out of a total of 37 LME-listed storage

facilities. Metro International also has a seat on the LME's Warehousing Committee, which

makes recommendations on warehousing-related policy issues, plays a role in developing the

rules and regulations governing the warehouses, and advises the executive committee.

22. Goldman, itself and/or by and through wholly owned and controlled subsidiaries,

traded extensively in commodities, includingzinc, on the LME and was a shareholder of LME

Holdings. Stephen Branton-Speak of Goldman served on the LME Executive Committee during

the Class Period.

23. Defendant JPMorgan Chase & Co. ("JPMorgan") is an investment bank and

5
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financial services firm incorporated in Delaware with its principal place of business at270Park

Ave., New York, New York. In February 2010, JPMorgan acquired Henry Bath & Son Ltd., a UK

based metals warehousing company.

24. JPMorgan's commodities trading business is primarily under its Corporate and

Investment Bank umbrella. JPMorgan itself and/or by and through wholly owned and controlled

subsidiaries, transacts in physical zinc, as well as financial instruments tied to zinc, arrd

warehoused physical zinc, during the Class Period.

25. During the Class Period, JPMorgan had a dominant position in LME warehousing

in Baltimore, Maryland, where it warehoused physical aluminum, lead, andzinc, among other

metals. JPMorgan owns and operates LME-approved metal storage networks, including in the

United States, the United Kingdom, Singapore and the Netherlands with United States locations

in Baltimore, Chicago and New Orleans.

UI. JURISDICTION, VENUE, AND COMMERCE

26. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $$ 1331, 1332(d),

and 1337.

27. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 15 U.S.C. $$15(a), 22 and 28 U.S.C.

$1391(b), (c) and (d), because during the Class Period, Defendants resided, transacted business,

were found, or had agents in this District, and a substantial portion of the alleged activity affected

interstate trade and commerce in this District.

28. Defendants' conduct was within the flow of, was intended to, and did in fact have

a substantial effect on the interstate commerce of the United States, including in this District.

29. During the Class Period, Defendants used the instrumentalities of interstate

commerce, including interstate railroads, highways, waterways, airways, wires, wireless

6
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spectrum, and the U.S. mail, to effectuate their unlawful scheme.

30. Defendants' manipulation, conspiracy and conduct alleged herein was in U.S.

import coÍlmerce andlor had direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effects on U.S.

domestic commerce, within the meaning of the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act.

31. This Court has personal jurisdiction over each Defendant, because each Defendant

transacted business, maintained substantial contacts, is located and/or they or their coconspirators

committed overt acts in furtherance of their illegal conspiracy, in the United States, including in

this District. The scheme was directed at, and had the intended effect of, causing injury to persons

residing in, located in, or doing business in the United States, including in this District.

IV. CLASSACTIONALLEGATIONS

32. Plaintiff brings this action on behalf of itself and, under Rules 23(a) and (b) of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, on behalf of a Class defined as follows:

All persons or entities that purchased zinc for physical delivery in
the United States pursuant to a contract that includes a price term
based on the Platts zinc premium or related market premium from
}l4ay 24,2010 to the present (the "Class").

33. The Class excludes the Defendants and any entity in which Defendants have a

controlling interest, and their officers, directors, legal representatives, successors and assigns, as

well as any of their co-conspirators.

34. Members of the Class are so numerous and geographically dispersed that joinder is

impracticable. Further, the Class is readily identifiable from information and records in the

possession of Defendants.

35. Plaintifls claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class. Plaintiff

and members of the Class were damaged by the same wrongful conduct of Defendants.

36. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect and represent the interests of the Class.

tE9s77s.t 
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The interests of the Plaintiff are coincident with, and not antagonistic to, those of the Class.

31. Plaintiff is represented by counsel with experience in the prosecution of class

action antitrust litigation.

38. Questions of law and fact common to the members of the Class predominate over

questions thatmay affect only individual Class members, thereby making damages with respect to

the Class as a whole appropriate. Questions of law and fact coÍìmon to the Class include, but are

not limited to the:

a. Existence and scope ofthe conspiracy;

b. Damages resulting from the conspiracy;

c. Unjust enrichment ofDefendants; and

d. 'Whether Defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally

applicable to the Class, thereby making appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding

declaratory relief with respect to the Class as a whole.

39. Class action treatment is a superior method for the fair and efficient adjudication

of the controversy. Such treatment will permit alarge number of similarly situated persons to

prosecute their common claims in a single forum simultaneously, efficiently and without the

unnecessary duplication of evidence, effort or expense that numerous individual actions would

require. The benefits of proceeding through the class mechanism, including providing injured

persons or entities a method for obtaining redress on claims that could not practicably be

pursued individually, substantially outweighs potential difficulties in management of this class

action.

40. Plaintiff knows of no special diffrculty to be encountered in the maintenance of

this action that would preclude its maintenance as a class action.

8
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V. Í'ACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

41. Beginning in 2010, Goldman, JPMorgan, and Glencore began acquiring

warehousing companies in the LME system which gave these Defendants dominance over zinc

storage in several strategic locations worldwide.

42. Following the acquisitions, consumers of LME-stored metals began to observe

increases in storage costs and significant delays in obtaining physical delivery of metals from

LME-certified warehouses.3 The longer LME metals, such as zinc, are stored in LME warehouses

the more daily storage fees warehouse owners are able to charge.

43. Storage costs (rents), which are supported by incentive pa¡rments, have a

significant influence on the premium added to the price of zinc. As with other metals sold on the

spot market, delays in extractingzinc from LME warehouses results in higher prices for all zinc

customers as the increased costs are incorporated into premiums related to the metals.a

A. Background on Zinc

44. As reported by the U.S. Geological Survey ("USGS"),"Zinc is the 23rd most

abundant element in the earth's crust. Sphalente, zinc sulfide, is and has been the principal ore

mineral in the world. Zinc is necessary to modem living, and, in tonnage produced, stands fourth

among all metals in world production-being exceeded only by iron, aluminum, and copper. Zinc

uses range from metal products to rubber and medicines.'r

45. About 12 million tons of zinc are produced annually worldwide. More than half of

this amount is used for galvanizingto protect steel and other metals from corrosion.

3 5"" David Kocieniewski, A Shffie of Aluminum, but to Banks, Pure Gold, THE NEW YORK
TIMES (July 20, 2013),

(last visited July 7 ,2014) (the "NY Times Report").
o Id.
t See (lastvisited July 7,2014).
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Approximately l4o/o goes into the production of zinc base alloys, mainly to supply the die casting

industry and llYo to produce brass and bronze. Significant amounts are also utilized in rolled zinc

applications including roofing, gutters and down-pipes. The remainder is consumed in

compounds such as zinc oxide and zinc sulfate.6

B. The London Metal Exchange Controls Prices for Zinc and Oversees the
Storage of the Metals

46. The "LME is the de facto price formation venue for base metals"T such as zinc.

LME prices "are used the world over by industrial and financial participants for purposes of

referencing, hedging, physical settlement, contract negotiations and margining and are indicators

of where the market is at any point in time."8 The LME Official Price is used as the global

reference for physical contracts [of zinc]. The LME Official Settlement Price is the price at

which all LME futures are settled.e

47. Zinc prices are arrived at through a live open-outcry process in London in what

is call the Ring. JPMorgan is a ring dealing member of the LME.

48. The LME claims that "[p]rice convergence is another very important feature of

the LME and its operations. The LME licenses warehouses to provide a market of last resort and

to ensure the LME price stays in line with the physicaVspot price. The underlying threat of

the delivery of physical material - made possible by the network of LME-approved warehouses -

is what keeps the LME price in line with the physical price. . . . This price convergence, coupled

with unprecedented global volumes, means the prices discovered on the LME's markets are used

u Sn" (last visited July 7,2014').

' 5"" (last visited July 7,
2Or4).
I Id.
n 5"" (last visited July 7,2014).
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across the world as benchmarks in all sectors of the metals value chain."lO

C. The2010 Takeover of\üarehousing Companies by Banks andTraders

49. Beginning in early 2010, Glencore, Goldman, and JPMorgan each purchased a

significant number of LME warehouses, becoming "landlords to about two-thirds of the LME's

entire metal stock"l1 in less than a year. Specifically, in a deal announced on February 16,2010,

JPMorgan acquired Henry Bath as part of a larger transaction in which it bought a significant

portion of RBS Sempra Commodities' business for approximately $1.6 billion.t2 That same

month, Goldman announced that it was acquiring Metro in a deal purportedly worth $550 million.

Glencore bought the metals warehousing assets of Pacorini for $209 million in September 2010.13

The acquisitions not only gave Defendants the ability to control a critical component in the

distribution of physical zinc, it also gave each of them a voice in constructing LME policy via

their involvement in various LME Committees.la Moreover, as owners of LME warehouses

Defendants were able to earn profits by charging daily rents for metals stored in their respective

'o 5"" (lastvisited July7,20I4).
tt S"n Carolyn Cui & Tatyana Shumsky, Commodíties Beckon Banks: Resource Storage Gives
Lenders Profits in Tough Tímes, but Some Clients Complain of Bottlenecfrs, THE WALL
STREET JOURNAL (July 5, 20ll),

(last
visited July 5, 2014).
t' Sn" J.P. Morgan Press release, J.P. Morgan completes commodities acquisitionfrom RBS

Sempra (July 1,2010)

(last visited July 5, 2014).

t3 5"" Agnieszka Troszkiewicz andMaria Kolesnikova, Glencore Leading in Metals Storage as

Goldman, JPMorgan Cut, BLOOMBERG (July 3 l, 2013),

(last visited July 7,2014).

'o 5"" London Metal Exchange: Warehousing Commitlee, LONDON METAL EXCHANGE,
(last

visited July 7,2014)

1895'7'79.1
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warehouses. A portion of the rent was remitted to the LME.

50. In terms of zinc stockpiles in the LME system, Pacorini's assets acquired by

Glencore included the majority of LME warehouses in and around New Orleans.

51. During the time when Glencore was rumored to be in talks to acquire Pacorini (and

was thus likely actively negotiating) premiums for zinc rose "amid speculation that material

landing in New Orleans warehouses is being locked up [by Glencore] in long-term financing

deals" due to "favorable rental deals by the warehouses."l5

52. Within a week of Glencore's announcement that it was taking over Pacorini,

warrants for more than 50,000 tons of zinc in New Orleans warehouses were canceled in a single

day. "To have (59,000 tonnes) canceled on the same day is not how the industry works. This is a

trader. Everybody isn't going to call on one day)'t6

53. By at least the start of the Class Period, Defendants controlled the largest share of

LME warehouses in the world; controlled zincwarehousing in New Orleans; were on the rules

committee for recommending storage fees and minimum delivery requirements for those

warehouses; benefitted from rents generated by increasing queues; and traded in zinc as well as

financial instruments tied to the price of zinc. This, combined with their substantial ownership

stakes in the LME, enabled the Defendants to conspire with each other to manipulate the LME

warehousing system and its rules to maximize profits from rental income and trading.

54. Moreover, "[b]y controlling warehouses, pipelines and ports, banks gain valuable

market intelligence, investment analysts say. That, in turn, can give them an edge when trading

tt To- Jennemann , (JS zinc premiums on the rise as material hits New Orleans, Metal Bulletin
(June 8,2010), A -IIS-zinc-nremiums-on-the-

tu Tatyana Shumsky, Zinc heading to offexchange storage, Metal Bulletin (Aug. 10,2010),

(last visited July 7,2014).

t89s779.1
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commodities."lT As was testified to in a Congressional Hearing on the matter:

Goldman is one of the largest traders of derivatives in the metals markets. Unlike
an independent warehouse operator, Goldman can potentially use its storage
capabilities not only to generate rental income but also to move commodity
prices in a way that would benefit its derivatives positions. . . . As one of the
world's biggest dealers in commodity derivatives, Goldman can devise and
execute highly sophisticated trading 'strategies across multiple markets. The
ability to influence prices of physical assets underlying derivatives, in effect,
completes the circle. It makes Goldman's derivatives profits not so much a

function of its traders' superior skills or executives' talents, but primarily a

function of the firm's structural market power.ts

55. Likewise, there are similar questions concerning "risks to the financial system by

[JPMorgan's] ownership of warehouses and plants and whether [JPMorgan's] holdings of these

assets constitutes a concentration of market power that has increased bank profits at the expense

of consumers."le "By controlling warehouses, pipelines and ports, banks gain valuable market

intelligence, investment analysts say. That, in turn, can give them an edge when trading

commodities."2o

56. "'fGlencore's] knowledge of the flow of commodities around the world is truly

frightening,' says an outsider who has worked closely with senior Glencore officials and who,

like most people interviewed by Reuters for this report, declined to be identified speaking about

r7 SeeNY Times Report (n.3, supra).
tt Large U.S. BankingOrganizations' Activities in Physical Commodity and Energy Markets:
Legal and Policy Considerations: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Housing, & Urban
Affairs, Subcommittee on Fin. Insts. & Consumer Prot. 113th Cong. 22 (2013) (statement of
Saule T. Omarova, Associate Professor of Law, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

(last visited July 7, 2014).
te 5"" Christian Berthelsen, et el., Senate Panel Opens Probe of Bant<s' Commodíties Businesses;
Information Requested From J.P. Morgan Chase, Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, THE
WALL STREET JOURNAL (July 30, 2013),

(last
visited July 5, 2014).

'o 5"" NY Times Report (n.3, supra).
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the company for fear it could jeopardize sensitive business relationships."2l

D. Defendants' domination of the LME during the Class Period

57. Defendants owned and controlled the LME prior to its acquisition by HKEx.

Before the sale, Goldman Sachs owned approximately 9.5%o of the LME and JPMorgan owned

approximately IIo/o.In addition, JPMorgan is a Category I (Ring Dealing) member of the LME.

Goldman and Glencore are also members. Although HKEx has taken over primary ownership,

Defendants' executives remain in important decision-making positions, as they had prior to the

sale.

59. The Defendants' influence over the LME and its various committees is significant

because the LME establishes rules for the warehousing of exchange traded metals, including zinc.

The rules for LME regulated warehouses are influenced by interested parties such as Goldman,

JPMorgan, and Glencore (and the LME warehouses themselves), who sat on various LME

Committees, including the Lead andZinc Committee, which was responsible for making

warehousing-related policy recommendations to the LME.

60. Through Defendants' ownership of-and rulemaking role in-the LME,

Defendants have been able to control the supply of zinc, which in turn dictates the price, in

particular the premiums imposed on zinc sales in the United States. By controlling the LME,

defendants control the warehousing rules of the LME, including the minimum load-out rules, the

maximum rental rate for storage and who can own warehouses. Further, Defendants' role in the

commodities market as traders (on their own behalf and on behalf of clients) allows them to reap

additional profìts, and control and "make" prices.

" 5"" Eric Onstad, The biggest company you've never heard o/REUTERS NEWS (Feb. 25,
2071), (last
visited July 7,2014).
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E. Conspiratorialandanticompetitiveconduct

1. Manipulation of LME rules

61. Defendants took specific steps to artificially restrict the supply of zinc entering the

market as their stockpiles increased.

62. Zinc stored in LME warehouses are held under warrants, the LME's record of

ownership. When awarcant is "cancelled" (metal is to be removed from the LME warehouse) the

cancelled metal is added to the load-out queue but the owner continues to pay daily rent to the

warehouse (owned by Defendants) until the metal exits the facility. Cancelled warrants on zinc

have consistently exceeded the daily load-out rate throughout the Class Period. As a result of the

Defendants' manipulations, the queue for zinc at critical locations has correspondingly grown,

increasing the rents paid and artificially inflating premiums paid by Plaintiff and members of the

Class.

63. Goldman, JPMorgan, and Glencore, as members of the LME Warehousing

Committee and owners of the LME, maintained an agreement that required a minimum of 1,500

tons (later increased to 3,000) of metal per city to be released each day.

64. The minimum release requirement purportedly was put in place to satisfy

purchaser demand. However, implicit in the shipping requirements was an agreement that (i) the

"minimum" could readily be treated as a maximum with no penalty, (ii) the "minimum" applied

to an entire city (i.e., no percentage-per-warehouse shipment was required) allowing the

Defendants to take advantage of the massive concentration of warehouse space in specific

locations to essentially render the shipping requirement meaningless, (iii) allowed "netting" of

incoming shipments which encouraged "shuttling" of shipments between warehouses (e.g., a

shipment from one of Pacorini's warehouses directly to another would count against the daily

1895779.r
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quota), and (iv) applied to all metals in the aggregate and minimums were not applied to

particular metals.

65. Defendants treated the LME minimums as maximums, which was done with the

ongoing knowledge and consent of the LME. Moreover, the "netting" and "shuttling" of

shipments allowed Defendants to shuffle metals between their facilities, thereby facially meeting

the LME's minimum release requirements without actually releasing commodities from

warehouse storage into the market.

66. The Defendants leveraged the new release requirement to extract increased storage

rates from the LME. Specifically, in exchange for Defendants' agreement to increase the daily

minimum release requirement from 1,500 tons to 3,000 tons, the LME agreed to corresponding

increases in storage rates.

67. The rationale given to customers by the LME for the increases in rent at LME

warehouses was that increases in minimum shipping requirements would lessen demand for

storage and thus increases in storage price by weight were justified.22 Defendants knew, however,

that storage times would not in fact decrease but would increase as they have done throughout the

Class Period. The delays occurred despite the Defendants having the ability to locate and release

specific lots of metals very quickly.

68. According to a report in October of 2013:

"['W]hen it comes to LME zinc stocks, New Orleans is pretty much
the only game in town. And the biggest player in town is Pacorini,
owned by Glencore Xstrata, which has 34 of the 56 registered
warehouses in New Orleans. Metro (Goldman Sachs) has 15 and
Henry Bath (JP Morgan) has five. It's probable that only those three

" Snn Maytaal Angel, Banks outsmart metals storage rules to make millions, REUTERS (Feb.

6,2012),httol/www.reulers.com/articlel20|2l02l06llme-warehouses-idUSl5E8D62Du20l20206
(last visited July 7,2014) ("new rules were expected to dent queues... [but] warehouses fwere]
able to hike rents in response.")
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have any detailed insight into the exact nature of the zinc
movements in the city.

But it is pretty clear that there is something of a merry-go-round at
work with long periods of daily draws broken by the odd heavy-
volume warranting days. The last one prior to this week was Sept.

30, when 60,675 tonnes were warranted. And the one before that
was July 16, when 80,075 tonnes were waffanted. Whether this
pattern reflects one operator raiding another for stocks or an
operator shuffling metal to feed the queue or a bit of both is
impossible to say. Stocks financing is definitely in the mix but it is
more the mechanism for keeping the merry-go-round turning than
the primary driver.

More important than who is doing what to whom is the simple fact
thatzinc stocks movements at New Orleans offer little if any insight
into the state of the market. In times gone by the long periods of
daily draws would have been a bullish indicator that consumers
were tapping "the market of last resort." These days they signal
merely the latest tum of the carousel.23

69. Intended as a market of "last resort," meaning the industry can use the warehouse

to sell excess stock in time of oversupply and a source of material in times of shortage, LME

warehouses have become a market of "first resort" or the "go-to market" which the industry,

producers, consumers, traders, merchants and banks, use as an alternative physical market. Using

LME warehouses as a system of first resort has caused the system to back up.

70. Non-existent or ineffective rules made by the LME, with input during the Class

Period from Defendants as members of LME rule-making committees, contributed to Defendants'

ability to effectively manipulate LME warehousing to their benefit.

71. In May 2011, in response to industry complaints, the LME hired Europe

Economics to assess purchaser complaints regarding warehouse delays. The Europe Economics

report contained a number of policy recommendations, including that the implementation of rent

23 Andy Home, Zinc: why the stocks don't work anymore, REUTERS (Oct. 17,2013),
(last visited

July 7,2014).
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rebates for material that is "stranded" in a queue should be the subject of further discussion.

Citing only "feasibility issues," the LME refused to adopt the recommendation or to even discuss

the issue. They did not publish the fuIl report, citing "proprietary informati on."24

72. Other proposals to alleviate backlogs and premiums have included that a

warehouse may not charge rent once metals have been purchased, no matter how long it takes to

extract the metals. "But a change like that would hit the LME itself as it receives about 1 percent

of the rental income earned by the warehouses it approves."25 Prior to Defendants taking over

LME zinc warehousing, zinc stocks had been slightly over 300 million tons in 2009, but

ballooned by July 2012, to 17 -year highs.26

73. As reported by the Financial Times, "The increase in exchange stocks will be a

boon for warehousing companies, whose revenues depend on the amount of metal they store. But

it will also fuel concerns among zinc users that the metal could suffer from the same long queues

to take deliveries of the metal from the exchange that have bedevilled the aluminium industry.'27

2. Anticompetitive incentive agreements affect the zinc market

74. During the Class Period, Defendants provided financial incentives to metals

producers and traders to store zinc andother metals in their warehouses.2t The incentives led to

'o Sen Warehousing Studies, LONDON METAL EXCHANGE,
(last visited J]uly 7, 2014).

" 5"" Pratima Desai et al., Goldmqn's new money machine: warehouses, REUTERS (July 29,

20tt),
(last visited July 7, 2OI4).

'u 5"" Jack Farchy, Zínc stocks jump to l7-year highs, FINANCIAL TIMES (July I 8,2012),

(last visited July 7,2014).

'1 Id.

'8 5"" Tatyana Shumsky & Andrea Hotter, Wall Street Gets Eyed in Metal Squeeze, THE V/ALL
STREET JOURNAL (June l7,20ll),

t 4240 s 2t 023 0 4 t 8 6 40 4 57 63 89 68022539 4642
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Defendants amassing stockpiles of metals in LME facilities.2e Indeed, "lzlinc... has been hit by

long backlogs at LME warehouses due to LME rules that allow warehouse operators to release

much less material per day than they take in. The lack of readily available metal has boosted

premiums - the amount paid over the LME cash price for physical metal.'3O

77. During the Class Period, both Pacorini and Metro paid incentives to market

participants to store zinc inbacklogged LME warehouses. These incentive pa¡rments caused

inflation of zinc premiums including the Platts zinc premium. Additionally, zinc tends to be

stored in warehouses controlled by the Defendants by virtue of incentives on storage lease

renewals or "rewarrants. "

3. Glencore's Domination of the Zinc Market

78. Defendants dominated LME warehousing through their acquisitions at the

beginning of the Class Period. They also actively traded inzinc warehoused in the LME system.

With respect to the zincmarket, Glencore is dominant.

79. Glencore trades physical zinc and zinc denvatives, smelts and refines zinc, and

mines and produces zinc. Glencore trades 60Yo of the world's zinc, and owns and controls 35Yo of

the output of the world's zinc mines.

80. Glencore maintains an agreement with Nyrstar, the only primary zinc producer in

the United States, to market its zinc output by which Glencore effectively sells 100% of the

visited July 5, 2ü\; see also, Andy Home, Playing the new LME warehousing game, REUTERS
(April 8, 2013) (discussing copper warehousing incentives),

(last visited July 7, 2014).

'e SnnNY Times Report (n.3, supra).
1o 5"" Eric Onstad , Scramble þr zinc finance deals drives sharp drop in stoclcs, REUTERS (May
13,2013), Sll3lzinc-inventories-

(last visited July 7,2014).
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primary zinc produced in the United States.3l

81. Moreover, Glencore has reported that it produced 35% of the world's mined zinc

in20I3.32

82. Glencore's dominance in the zinc market was further enhanced by its merger with

Xstrata, a leading mining company, during the Class Period. Industry groups were concemed that

the merger with Xstrata would mean that Glencore would be "effectively controlling the zinc

supply chain from mining to warehousing operations. . . . Glencore/Xstrata can still exert

controlling influence on the zinc market, for instance by artificially shortening supplies.'t3

83. 'For industry watchers, the value of mined zinc production is itself impressive,

however the combination of a very strong mining company with the world's largest commodity

trader, which already has its own production facilities and off-take agreements, is what is really

--?¿stnkrng.'"'

4. MarketAllocation

84. The constrained supply of zinc artificially increased premiums relating to zinc

because as warehouse queues lengthened, storage fees compounded and drove up the cost of

" United States Department of the Interior, U.S. Geological Survey,Zinc [Advance Release]
Primary-20l1 Minerals Yearbook (Feb.2012) fRevised June 27,2014],

("N5nstar's
Clarksville electrolytic zinc refinery [125,000 metric tons per year (t/yr) capacity] was the only
primary zinc smelter in the United States.") (last visited July 7,2014).

" Glencore Presentation Sides, 2014 Global Metals, Mining &Steel Conference, Bank of
America Merrill Lynch (May 13,2014), at

(last visited July 7, 2014).

33 The European Steel Association, EUROFER: Concerns about Glencore/Xstrata remain,

!. (last visited Iuly 7,2014).

'o Company Announcement: Glencore-Xstrata to hold l|o/o of global zincmarket (Oct. 8, 2012),

(last visited July 7,2014).
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sourcing zinc out of LME warehouses. These costs are factored into market premiums, including

for transactions outside the LME system since the LME is the supplier of last resort. Premiums

for zinc rose during the Class Period.

86. The Defendants dominate each key warehouse location throughout the world.

They own 52 of 54 LME approved warehouses in New Orleans; Pacorini owns 55 of 60 LME

approved warehouses in Vlissingen; Metro dominates warehousing in Detroit; and Defendants

own 12 of 18 LME approved warehouses in Johor.35

87. In2013, reports indicated that "[t]he warehouse logjam ... extends to copper, zinc

and aluminum, where stocks in Vlissingen have all jumped since mid-May and are now

backlogged."36

88. In Antwerp, zinc stocks jumped from zero to over 150,000 tonnes over a roughly

two-week period in October 2012.37

89. In New Orleans, Defendants control LME zinc warehousing(in2012, there were

59 warehouses approved by the LME to store metals in New Orleans: Glencore owns 28 of them;

Goldman has 22; JPMorgan has four).38

tt 5"" London Metal Exchange: Approved warehouse.s, LONDON METALEXCHANGE,-
(last

visited July 7,2014).
36 5"" Maytaal Angel, Storage play by Glencore, Trafigura pushes up lead costs, REUTERS
(Sept. 18,2012),
idUKBRE88H0L420 1 209 I 8 (last visited July 7, 201 4).

37 5"" Eric Onstad, Trafigura becomes latest to profit from metals storage queues, REUTERS
(Nov. 16,2012)

(last visited July 7, 2014).

" By October 2013, Glencore further consolidated its ownership of New Orleans area LME
warehouses by having 34 of the 56 registered warehouses. ,See Andy Home, Zinc: wly the stocl<s

don't work anymore, REUTERS (Oct. 17,2013),

(last visited July 7,2014).
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VI. INVESTIGATIONS

A. Government investigations and the Sale of the LME

90. Defendants' scheme has attracted signif,rcant governmental and regulatory

scrutiny. For instance, in November 2012, Bloomberg announced that the European Commission

("EC") had initiated a review of LME metals warehousing conduct and agreements alleged herein

and contacted the LME.3e More recently, in Novemb er 2013, the British Parliament's Treasury

Select committee urged the UK's Financial Conduct Authority to investigate potential abuses in

the metals market generally.

91. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission has also initiated a review and has

asked companies to "retain, preserve, and safeguard against destruction all documents,

communications, and other information and materials" conceming or relating to any warehouses

that store physical metals against a futures contract, according to a letter dated July 18, 2013 and

mailed from the division of enforcement's Chicago office-40

92. On July 23,2013, the Senate Banking Committee held hearings on the role of

financial institutions in commodities markets. The hearings dealt with the inherent conflicts of

interest involved with financial institutions holding large stakes in physical commodities.al

tn 
Snn Agnieszka Troszkiewicz. EU Plans to Discuss Metal Premiums and LME Warehouse

' Isslte,' BLOOMBERG (Nov . 9, 2012),
(last visited July 7,2014).

a0 5"" Agnieszka Troszkiewicz, CFTC's Chilton Says 'Thoughtful Review' of Warehouses
Needed, BLOOMBERG (July 22,2013),

(last visited July 7, 2014).

o' 5"", e.g., Hearing on Examining Financial Holdings Companies: Should Banl6 Control power
Plants, V[/arehouses and Oil Refineries?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Banking, Housing, &
Urban Affairs, Subcommittee OJ) Fin. lnsts. & Consumer Prot. 113th Cong. 5 (2013) (statement

of Tim Weiner, Global Risk Manager, Commodities/Metals, MillerCoors LLC), July 23,2013,

(last visited July 7, 2014).
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93. The LME was sold in December 2012 to the HKEx in a deal in which Goldman

and JPMorgan divested their combined roughly 20%o ownership of the LME, earning an estimated

$436 million combined from the sale.

94. In August 2013, it was reported that Goldman and JPMorgan were seeking to sell

their commodities assets, including warehouses.

95. In addition, the LME is undergoing a legal review of potential action it could take

in regulating the incentives that warehouse companies can pay to attract metal into their facilities.

According to the new owners of the exchange, these incentives have played a large role in

creating bottlenecks.

96. Additional investigations are opening. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice

opened an investigation in 2013 into allegations of anti-competitive warehousing agreements

among Defendants that have been used to artificially inflate the cost of storing metals traded

through the LME.a2

97 . On January 14,2014, the Federal Reserve (the "Fed") announced that it would

consider further restrictions on banks' trading and warehousing of physical commodities. The

Fed's announcement came one day before the Senate Banking Subcommittee on Financial

Institutions and Consumer Protection held a hearing titled "Regulating Financial Holding

Companies and Physical Commodities," the second Senate hearing investigating ownership of

metals warehouses by banks and holding companies and their relationship with the LME. Several

Senators on the Banking Committee sharply cnticized the Fed's proposal as "a timid step [that

was] too slow in coming" and noted that "there is still too much that we do not know about these

o' 
Snn Devlin Barrett, U.S. Opens Probe Into Metals Warehousing THE WALL STREET

JOURNAL (Jul. 25, 2014),
(last

visited July 5, 2014).
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activities and investments [by the banks].'43

VII. ECONOMIC EVIDENCE SUGGESTS MAì{PULATION

A. Price effects

98. "Zinc... has been hit by long backlogs at LME warehouses due to LME rules that

allow warehouse operators to release much less material per day than they take in. The lack of

readily available metal has boosted premiums - the amount paid over the LME cash price for

physical metal.'Aa

99. Reports in2013 indicated that "[t]he warehouse logjam ... extends to copper, zinc

and aluminum, where stocks in Vlissingen have all jumped since mid-May and are now

backlogged."a5

100. 'Analysts say that some zinc is probably shifting from one warehouse operator to

another due to competition to secure lucrative rents and also to maintain high physical

. ,,46premlums.'

101. LME data showed in October 2012that 708,600 tonnes of zinc, equivalent toTlYo

of total LME warehouse stocks of the metal, is stored in New Orleans, almost entirely by

Defendants.

ot 
Snn Cheyenne Hopkins, Senators Question Fed's Review of U.S. Banlcs' Commodities (Jnits,

BLOOMBERG (Jan. 16, 2014),

oo 5"" Eric Onstad, Scrambleþr zincfinance deals dríves sharp drop in stocks, REUTERS (May

(last visited luly 7,2014).
at 5"" Maytaal Angel, Storage play by Glencore, Trafigura pushes up lead cosls, REUTERS
(September 18,2013),

(last visited July 7,2014).
ou 5"" Eric Onstad , Scramble þr zinc finance deals drives sharp drop in stocks, REUTERS (May

idus L6N0DU 2602013 05 I 3 (last visited July 7,2014).
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I02. In fact, Plaintifls own experience with zinc premiums reflect that they have

increased from $3.50/lb. to approximately $9.25llb. between May 2010 and January 2014.

103. The large increase in the amount of zinc trapped in the Defendants' warehouses

and the steady increases in premiums would not have occurred but for the artificial,

anticompetitive effects of Defendants' agreements in unreasonable restraint of trade.

104. By intentionally shifting both the demand curve and the supply curve for delivery

of zinc, Defendants have increased premiums and thus the total price paid by purchasers of zinc

for physical delivery in the United States.

105. After the sale of the LME was completed in June 2012, Charles Li, the Chief

Executive Officer of HKEx, stated, "If people have to wait a year, that's a very big problem; it is

a level-one issue. If somehow the LME system is making clients suffer in that way,that is not

acceptable."aT

B. Relevant product markets for assessing anticompetitive effects

106. The restraint of trade alleged herein directly inflated price, restricted supply, anti-

competitively restrained trade inzinc and otherwise constitutes a per se violation of Section 1 of

the Sherman Act.

I07 . Class members purchased zinc in the United States, including with attendant

premiums, and Defendants have inflated prices in that market through anticompetitive conduct

and agreements.

V[I. ANTITRUST INJURYAND STANDING

a7 Ma5ûaalAngel & Susan Thomas, Insight: Trade houses trump banks in metals storage play,
REUTERS (Oct.l8,2012), http://www.reuters.com/article/2012110/18/usJme-warehousine-
idUSBRE89H0EW20121018 (last visited July 7 ,2014).
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108. Plaintiff and members of the Class purchased zinc for physical delivery during the

Class Period.

109. By their conspiracy to monopolize and otherwise restrain trade in zinc

warehousing, Defendants did in fact directly, foreseeably, and proximately manipulate the price

of zinc in the United States during the Class Period, which materially and proximately caused

Plaintiff and members of the Class injury to their business and property, within the meaning of

Section 4 of the Clayton Antitrust Act.

110. Plaintiff and members of the Class are threatened with impending future harm,

within the meaning of Section 16 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, if Defendants' continuing

conspiracy is not enjoined.

IX. CAUSES OFACTION

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:
Section 1 of the Sherman Act - All Defendants

1 1 I . Plaintiff reasserts each of the preceding allegations as if fully set forth herein.

TT2. Defendants and unnamed co-conspirators entered into and engaged in a contract,

combination or conspiracy in unreasonable restraint of trade in violation of Section I of the

Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. $ 1). Defendants' agreement to manipulate warehouse inventories and

queues to directly, foreseeably, afüficially and intentionally inflate premiums for zinc in the U.S.

\¡/as a violation of the Sherman Act.

1 13. The conspiracy alleged herein is a per se violation of Section I of the Sherman

Act.

Il4. Alternatively, the conspiracy alleged herein is a rule of reason violation of Section

I of the Sherman Act.

115. Defendants intended to and actually did restrain trade. They shared a conscious

t895779.1
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conìmitment to a common scheme designed to achieve the unlawful objective of artificially

fixing, depressing, raising, pegging, maintaining, stabilizing, and otherwise manipulating the

supply of physical zinc available for delivery from LME warehouses. The restraint of trade in

LME warehousing had the intended, direct, proximate and reasonably foreseeable effect of

creating supra-competitive prices for zinc sold in the United States.

116. The conspiracy unreasonably restrained trade. There is no legitimate business

justification for, or procompetitive benefits caused by, Defendants' unreasonable restraint of

trade. Any ostensible procompetitive benefit was pretextual or could have been achieved by less

restrictive means.

ll7. Plaintiff and members of the Class have been injured in their business and property

by reason of Defendants' violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1, within the

meaning of Section 4 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 15.

118. Plaintiff and members of the Class are threatened with impending future injury to

their business and property by reason of Defendants' continuing violation of Section 1 of the

Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. $ l, within the meaning of Section l6 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, 15

u.s.c. $ 26.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:
Section 2 of t}¡^e Sherman Act - All Defendants

119. Plaintiff reasserts each of the preceding allegations as if fully set forth herein.

I20. Defendants, by and through the LME, and, on information and belief, with each

other have conspired to monopolize the market for LME zinc warehousing services in the United

States.

l2l. Defendants' contract, combination, and conspiracy in restraint of trade had the

following effects, among others: (1) price competition in the zinc market has been restrained,

t895779.1
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suppressed andlor eliminated in the United States; (2) prices for zinc sold in the United States,

including associated zinc premiums, have been fixed, raised, maintained and stabilized at

artificially high, supra-competitive levels throughout the United States; and (3) plaintiff and

members of the Class have been deprived of the benefits of free and open competition.

125. In furtherance of the unlawful conspiracy, Defendants and their co-conspirators

have committed overt acts, including, inter alia, (l) manipulating zinc warehouse supplies; (2)

manipulating LME rules; (3) resisting LME reforms; (4) making anticompetitive incentive

arrangements; and (5) engaging in shadow warehousing.

126. There is no legitimate business justification for, or procompetitive benefits caused

by, Defendants' anticompetitive agreements and overt acts in furtherance thereof. Any ostensible

procompetitive benefit was pretextual or could have been achieved by less restrictive means.

127. Plaintiff and members of the Class have been injured in their business and property

by reason of Defendants' violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, l5 U.S.C. $ l, within the

meaning of Section 4 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 15.

128. Plaintiff and members of the Class are threatened with impending future injury to

their business and property by reason of Defendants' continuing violation of Section 1 of the

Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1, within the meaning of Section l6 of the Clayton Antitrust Act, 15

u.s.c. $ 26.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION:
Section 2 of the Sherman Act - Glencore

I29 . Plaintiff reasserts each of the preceding allegations as if fully set forth herein.

130. Defendant Glencore intentionally acquired and maintained monopoly power in the

market for LME zinc warehousing services in the United States, or attempted to obtain a

monopoly by anticompetitive means in the market for LME zinc warehousing services in the

r895779.1
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United States in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 2.

13 1. Defendant Glencore has monopoly power over LME zinc warehousing services in

the United States, with a substantial majority of warehouses in New Orleans, where 50-70o/o of all

LME licensed warehouses are located, including as much 80% or more of those located in the

U.S. Glencore's anticompetitive conduct has caused substantial anticompetitive effects, including

the inflation of the prices and price premiums of LME zinc to supracompetitive levels.

132. To the extent Glencore did not or does not possess actual monopoly power,

Glencore had or has a dangerous probability of success in maintaining monopoly power over

LME zinc warehousing services in the United States.

X. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

\ /HEREFORE, Plaintiff requests that this Court enter a judgment against Defendants and

in favor of Plaintiff and the Class and award the following relief:

A. That this action be certified as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure, declaring Plaintiff as the representative of the Class and Plaintiff s

counsel as counsel for the Class;

B. That the conduct alleged herein be declared, adjudged and decreed to be unlawful;

C. Compensatory, consequential, and general damages in an amount to be determined

atlna|'

D. Costs and disbursements of the action;

E. Restitution andlor disgorgement of Defendants' ill-gotten gains, and the imposition

of an equitable constructive trust over all such amounts for the benefit of the Class;

F. Pre- and post-judgment interest;

G. Reasonable attorneys' fees;

1895779.1
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H, That Defendants be enjoined from the conduct challenged herein;

L Such monetary, injunctive or other relief pursuant to each Count alleged; and

J. Such other and fuither relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

XI. DEMAND F'ORJTJRY TRIAL

Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff, on behalf of itself

and members of the proposed Class, respectfully demands atnal by jury on all issues so triable.

Dated: July I ,2A14 Respecttully submitted,

COHEN MILSTEIN SELLERS & TOLL, PLLC

B
Michael Eisenkraft (697 4)
88 Pine Street, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10005
Telephone: (212) 838-017 7

Email:

Manuel John Domingsez
2925 P GA Boulevard, Suite 200
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
Tel: (561) 833-6575
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- and-

GOLD BENNETT CERA & SIDENER LLP
Solomon B. Cera
C. Andrew Dirksen
Pamela A. Markert
595 Market Street, Suite 2300
San Francisco, CA 94105
Telephone: (41 5) 7 7 7 -2230
Email:
Email:
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